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Liberating Life in Vancouver Harbor
---

Respecting Life, Benefiting Living (Continued)

ᦠ ޔΔၲࡨ࣋سᏚڤΖ
࢚π֨ᆖρΕτࡃسυΔࠀඔ
ᓮԿᣪΔຍࠄ௧ගسᨋڇԿᣪ
ছ࿇ᣭΔྥ৵ፖԿઅࠉΔ
ࠌ߄חଚψઅࠉ۵ΔլᏽچጂΙ
અࠉऄΔլᏽ塍ΙઅࠉቖΔլ
ᏽເسΖωऄஃޓᎅψԼԲڂ
ᒴऄωΔ࿇ؖᎃᣋΔጠᨬڕ
ࠐΔࠀఴᡷψਝ࣋հ৵Δةլᔡ
ሖ༞ᦅ⭭ܟΕጻઌףΙᛧጐ֚
ڣΔࡎึհ৵ΔࢭԿᣪԺΔᙟᒴ
سΙݹଥ۩Δߠ۵ፊऄΔ
ဆ༼ಖΔ᠏֏ฒسΖω
ᆖߢࣔڶΔ࣋سسᨋፊ۵ټ
ࡃΔؘᛧՕܓΖπဎᣤᆖρτཏ
ᔃ۩ᣋυ༼ࠩΚψԫቺխڶቺ
ᑇঘΔԫԫঘڶᣄ৸۵Ιԫԫ۵

ฒᄎխΔਁߠݺዝဆ༼۩Ζω
ࢬس࣋܂ڇאᏚڤழΔݺଚ࿇
ದဆ༼֨ࡉს༟ඍྤၦ֨Δ
ຘመᨠუΔޢނԫᜢऱ۵ᇆࡉࡃ
ᘜԵ۞ߪխΔٻփᨠᅃΔ٦
ಱඝᘜԵޢԫଡ࣋سऱسᨋ᧯
փΔݦඨຘመᨠუۖࠩףΖ
؆ΔՈאױᨠԿᔚ᧯़Δ
س࣋ނऱࡉݺ࣋ऱࡎسΔ֗א
࣋چسរΔᨠუ़Ζπ८ଶ
ᆖρճΚψ࣍ऄᚨྤࢬ۰Δ۩࣍
ؒਜωΔྤઌۖؒਜऱפᐚΔթ
ਢྤၦऱΖԿᔚ᧯़Δ༉ਢլᚨ
ᇠࢬڶചထΔԱ༉ቝԫ
ᑌΔኻధചထհઌΖ
࣋سழΔ߄ଚ࢚۵ټᇆΕ
࢚ࡃΕᎅऄΕԿઅࠉࡉ࿇

A

fter the boundaries have been
purified, the Liberating Life
Ceremony begins. We recite the Heart
of Prajna Paramita Sutra and the
Rebirth Mantra. Then we request the
Triple Jewel to come and we repent
on behalf of these sea creatures, then
conduct the Three Refuges Ceremony
to allow them to “take refuge with
the Buddha, to avoid falling into the
hells; take refuge with the Dharma,
to avoid falling among the hungry
ghosts; take refuge with the Sangha, to
avoid falling among the animals.” The
Dharma Master speaks “The Dharma
of the Twelve Links of Conditioned
Causation” to them, then speaks the
Four Great Vows and praises the Thus
Come One. The presiding Dharma
Master also recites “We wish that after
you are released, you will never again
encounter evil demons, be devoured
by predators or snared in nets, and
that you will live out your natural span
of years. We wish that at the end of
your lives you will, because you have
received the power of the Triple Jewel,
be reborn in accord with conditions,
maintain the precepts, cultivate, see
the Buddha, hear the Dharma, receive
the prediction of a Bodhisattva, and
transform living beings.”
The sutra clearly indicates that
these liberated beings derive great
benefit from hearing the Buddha’s
name and the mantras. The Universal
Worthy Conduct and Vows Chapter in
the Avatamsaka Sutra says: “There are
many lands in a mote of dust; in every
land there are unimaginable Buddhas;
every Buddha dwells in an assembly.
I see them constantly cultivating
Bodhi deeds.” Therefore, during the
Liberating Life Ceremony, we need
to bring forth the Bodhi mind and
the Four Limitless Mental Qualities
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 ݳᣋಱٻΔຍ༉ਢऄؒਜΙऄؒਜ
ࣩ ਢܑૹΔչᏖΛױᏺ९߄
ॲ ऱΔၞۖࠩᇞๅΖ࣠ڕլ
߄ଚ࢚۵Δຍႛႛਢ࣋Ա
ԫයۖࡎسբΔۖլਢటװإඑ
߄ऱऄߪᐝࡎΔڶࠩటኔऱ
࠹شΖ
࣋سᏚݙڤฅΔᤉᥛ࢚ॳ
ᚦॲ۵ᆣᇆΔྥ৵᎔ጹشຄ߫ނຍ
ԫදԫදऱ௧سढሎሉཽࠩՑΔ
ฒࡺڍՓՈᙟ৵ၲ߫ԫದࠩᄵୂဎ
ؒࢮᐚԵ௧Ց!(Burrard Inlet)Ζ
ڰڇཚऱ࣋سΔຍଡཽՑ
ࠐءਢߏԳढขΔڶڇړԫۯᄵ
ୂဎᤞኘٵൣݺଚऱᏁΔԱ
ԫނψ୮ᤞኘํ์ඔ➧റࡕش
ሐ!(the Royal Police Boat Launching
Ramp)ωՕ॰ऱᨤೲΖ৵ࠐཽՑբ
ᆖਢ୮ਙࢌጥᝤऱΔڇլٵऱ
ཽ㠪Δᝫਢڶԫଡํ์ඔ➧റ
ࡕشሐ! (Boat Launching Ramp) ऱ
ᥳ॰ΔՕ॰ၲՑਢԫයຏֽ
ᢰऱࡕሐΔᄎڶऒԱࠄքܢ
९ऱ՛ํΔೝዿڇՈೖऒڶ
ሉড়ऱ၌్ᎌဎၡᔚΖ
ִ່ޢ৵ԫଡਣཚֲऱ࣋
سऄᄎΔףऱࡺՓނՕऱ۵
ᄥᚲየԱΖ۞ࠐڶլֱچٵΕլ
ࡲٵඒΔֱ۫ڶԳΕֱࣟԳΔڶ
ଥዧႚ۵ऄऱΕଥ៲ႚ۵ऄऱΕ
ଥ՛ଊ۵ऄऱΔ۟ڶԳਢᦟ
ຍᑌऱ࣋س೯ΖڶԳԱᘣ
Գࢨ۞ߪമఏۖࠐאس࣋ףઙ
壂ΔڶԳԱᝫᣋۖࠐس࣋ף
אԱ֨ᣋΔڶԳޓ༇ૹۖࡎس
ࠐس࣋ףऄࠃΖྤᓵထչ
ᏖΔޢଡԳᜭՂຟຘנઙඨࡉ
ऄΖ
πဎᣤᆖρτנࠐڕυ
ճΚψࢬᘯֽගฒسΔֽ墌墿Ι
ຬچฒسΔچ墌墿Ι୰ᄥฒسΔ
୰ᄥ墌墿Ιဠ़ฒسΔဠ़
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墌墿ΖωՅਢֽڇ
㠪ژسऱฒسΔ
ړቝູΕᧄΕᓚΕ
ᢕຟֽගऱฒ
سΔຟֽࠩऱຍ
ጟ墌墿Ιຬچऱฒ
سΔ༉ਢԫ֊ऱ೯
ढΕԫ֊ऱఌسຟ
ץਔڇփԱΔ༉
ࠩچऱ墌墿Ι୰ᄥ
ฒس༉ਢਐԳᣊΔ
Գᣊฒسঞৢڛ
墌墿Ιဠ़խऱଆ
ᆅΔᝫڶԫࠄଡპ
سढΔဠ़ऱ墌墿Ζ
ԫࣂሒཽՑΔٻ୮ᤞኘؚ
ଡࢵࡅ৵Δ༓ԼߊۯฒࡺՓٽԺ
ჺஞᇘڶ௧سढऱՕදΔࠟଡ
ԳԫදΔৰچݧ఼ڶຍᏖᑌᆖመ
ཽՑऱࡕሐΔԫදԫදࣉၞؓ
ֽᢰ࣋ထΖᖞଡཽՑؓՂΔլ
ԫᄎΔຟీየԱԳΖ
ڇऄஃ֧ᏆՀΔݺଚ
ࢬڶऱԳ༉ຍᏖԫᢰಇ֨Ꮨত
ྤॳᚦॲ۵ᆣᇆΔԫᢰނදᇙ
ऱ௧ගູᣊΔૉਢູࠝΕᓚᣊΔ
ԫᖞදଙԵ௧㠪ΙૉਢՕູΔࠌ
ঢ֫شچലູᐵנΔႉ֫ᄶՕ
௧խΙૉਢဦΕ߃ᥠհᣊΔش
֫൹ထኬኬދچԵ௧փΙૉਢՕ
ᘘᢕΔނᢀᆙऱᢃᇞၲ৵Δش
֫ԫೋೋᘣ֫࣋ڃ௧ᇙΖ
࢚ڇ۵ᜢխΔނຍࠄ௧س
ढូڃ௧㠪Δߠູࠝࠄڶ
ደཾԱԫ՛հ৵ԾࠐڃމΔڇ
௧ՂཆंᤴΔ۟ᥬរᙰጠ
Ζณߠࢬ࣋سऱ௧سढΔอ
อᝫូՕ௧ԱΔ֨խ߷ٝ壁ࡉᦟ
ஙΔլਢߢ֮ࢬڗ౨༴૪ऱΖ
່৵ΔڇऄஃᏆഀಱ℘ٻᜢխΔ
ՕฒڕऄႽየچፖຍڶრᆠऱ
࣋سऄࠃΖ

ֆՂԳ༼ࠩΚψ࣋ڇس
۵ऄ㠪ᙰΔ۾ৰૹऱۯچΙլ
መ۞܃աڶᏆஔࠩຍጟऱሐ
Δ༉ᎁ،ਢৰཏຏऱΖ܃უ
ࠩ۞܃աऱ࣋سΔ༉٣
ଥຍଡ࣋سΙ܃լଥຍଡ࣋سΔ
༉լࠩ߷ଡ࣋سΖຍਢسسլ
բΔ֏֏ྤᒡऱሐΙ܃լނ
ຍଡ࣋س՛ԱΖ܃ຍࠝԱ
ԫរΔ߷ֱچ༉ᏺףԱৰڍΙଥ
ሐΔ༉ਢ۞աװଥ۩ऱΖ܃լ
ࣔػຍଡሐΔ֊ಖլޅေຍ
ጟऄ॰Μω!!!!!!!!!!!)٤֮*ݙ
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of kindness, compassion, joy, and
giving. Through this contemplation,
we put the Buddha’s name and
the mantras into our own body,
contemplate within ourselves, then
return the contemplation to the living
beings being liberated. May they gain
happiness through the contemplation.
Also, we can contemplate the
emptiness of the three aspects: that
is, the living beings being liberated,
the self, and the place where the
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liberation is performed are all empty.
The Vajra Prajna Paramita Sutra says,
“One should practice giving without
any attachment to the Dharma.” The
merit and virtue of an offering made
with no attachment to form is truly
limitless. The emptiness of the three
aspects means there is no attachment.
One performs deeds as if not
performing them, breaking through
all attachment. During the liberation
ceremony, we recite the Buddha’s name
for the creatures, recite mantras, speak
the Dharma, perform Three Refuges,
make vows and transfer merit. This is
just like making a Dharma offering.
A Dharma offering is especially
important. Why? It can increase their
wholesome foundation, so they can
attain liberation. If we don’t recite
the Buddha’s name for them, then
although we have physically freed
them, we have not truly helped them
to realize their Dharma body and their
wholesome foundation. They didn’t
receive the true benefit.
After the Liberating Life Ceremony
ended, we continue to recite Amitabha
Buddha’s name, then we move the
containers with the sea creatures
onto the trucks and take them to
the harbor. Many laypeople also
drive to the Burrard Inlet Harbor in
Vancouver. In the early days, this was
a private estate, but then a Vancouver
police officer understood our need and
gave us the front gate key to enter the
Royal Police Boat Launching Ramp.
Later on, the harbor regulated by the
royal government moved to another
dock, and there is a gate on the boat
launching ramp. There is a sloped ramp
at the front gate entrance. Often, there
will be six foot long boat or an upscale
cruise boat docked in the harbor.
At the Liberating Life Dharma

Assembly on the last Sunday of each
month, the great Buddha Hall is
packed with lay people from different
places and different traditions. There
are Westerners, Asians, Chinese
Buddhists,
Tibetan
Buddhists,
Theravada Buddhists, and people who
come just to enjoy the ceremony. Some
come to pray for blessings for their
family member or pray for themselves.
Other come to pray because their
prayer has been answered. Some come
because they respect life and respect
the Liberating Life Dharma Assembly.
Regardless, everyone’s face shows his
hope and joy in the Dharma.
The “Appearance of the Thus Come
One” chapter in the Avatamsaka Sutra
says “Living beings in the water receive
benefit from the water; living beings on
land receive benefit from the land; living
beings in the palace receive benefit from
the palace; living beings in the air receive
benefit from the air.” Aquatic creatures
such as fish, turtles, shrimp, crabs, are
beings of the water who receive benefit
from the water. All land animals,
including farm animals, receive benefit
from the land. Beings who live in the
palace refers to humans, who receive
benefit from their homes. Living beings
in the air refer to flying species, including
insects, who receive benefit from the air.
We notify the Royal Police Force
once we reach the harbor; then many
laymen work together to move the
containers holding the sea creatures.
Two-person teams move them to
the slope and put them down on the
docking station. In a short time, the
entire docking station is packed with
people. The Dharma Master leads us
with the sound of the bell, and every
one of us sincerely recites “Homage to
Amitabha Buddha.” At the same time,
we pour the sea creatures out of the

containers. If they are fish or shrimp, ݳ
then they will be slowly poured into ࣩ
the ocean. If they are big fish, then we ॲ
will pick them up by hand and slide
them into the ocean. If they are clams
or oysters, then we will pick them up
by hand and slowly put them into the
ocean. If they are big crabs, the we will
untie the rope and use our hands to put
them back to the ocean one by one. As
we recite the Buddha’s name, these sea
creatures return to the ocean. Often, we
see the fish swim for awhile and return
over and over; they swim freely in the
ocean and seem to be saying thank
you to us by nodding their heads.
Seeing these living beings returned
to the ocean evokes an indescribable
feeling of peace and joy in our hearts.
Finally, as the Dharma Master leads
us to sing the Verse for Transferring
the Merit, the assembly completes the
meaningful and profound Liberating
Life Dharma Assembly in accord with
the Dharma. Venerable Master Hua
mentioned, “Liberating Life has a
very important place in Buddhism.
People do not understand the meaning
so we think that is very common. If
you want to liberate yourself, first
you need to practice liberating life. If
you don’t practice liberating life, then
you cannot be liberated. This is the
theory of limitless birth and limitless
transformation. Don’t take this lightly.
If you work more on this, then you will
grow more in this area. Cultivating the
Way means to cultivate yourself. Take
care not to slander this dharma door
just because you do not understand the
meaning of it!
(The End)
(By Gold Buddha Sagely Monastery
Translated by Fan Guo Hui)
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